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            Heart’s Desire:   Everyday Intuition for a Soul-Guided Life 
 
 

          A journey in intuitive development for everyday life … explore the nature of your human life as a soul-full  
          experience … consider how you can open to greater soul expression in your life choices & activities. 
 

          Intuitive living allows you to be guided by your inner-wisdom for choices & directions in life, and gain insight 
          into which experiences will provide the most nourishment & fulfilment for you. 
          A soul-full life is a joy-full life.  
 

          Our regular commitments & relationships tend to create a framework of expectation which defines what we 
          do with our time, influences our choices, and often moves us in unfulfilling directions without our awareness. 
          It’s only later, when we realise our dis-satisfaction, that we ask “How did I end up here?” 
 

          When you choose to be aware of the urgings of your soul-self, you may not always feel able to follow its guidance  
          at the time, but simply bringing that knowledge into your conscious space is often enough to initiate a subtle and  
          gentle re-shaping of your commitments & relationships so that they become much more nourishing and satisfying  
          for you & others.   Allowing your words, actions, choices and activities to be guided by the wisdom of the heart  
          can have a beautiful influence on how your life unfolds. 
 

          Intuitive living helps you better ride the wave of creative flow, synchronicity and perfect timing, enabling you  
          to be in ‘the right place at the right time’ to make the most of opportunities, and access universal support &  
          resources, as you journey through life. 
 
 

                                                                                      
 
 

          Expand and deepen your relationship with your natural intuition and inner-wisdom in this progressive journey 
          of discovery over 5 all-day sessions.    
          These may take place weekly, fortnightly or monthly depending on the preferences of the group. 
 

          This course teaches you to connect with your soul-guided intuition, and explore & interpret your intuitive insights.  
          Develop practical ways to move with the flow of your life & inner-urgings.  
          Apply self-enquiry to recognise conflicting motivations & fears which impact your ability to follow your heart. 
 
 

         Fee for this Course   5 sessions          $600 
 

         Booking Deposit          $50          with the balance due a week before the series begins [if paying via website] 
                                                                        or on the first day of the series [if paying in cash] 
 
 

           In most cases, full payment is required by the beginning of the first session. However, if this will present  a genuine difficulty for you, we can  
           arrange a series of staggered payments.  If you’d like to explore this option, mention that in ‘comments’ during check-out when you book,  
           and I’ll get in touch, or you can phone me to discuss it. 
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